Directions to SFU/RASC Star Party: This map is annotated with lines showing routes to parking, bus stop, and observatory site. **NOTE:** Annotations are not visible in Mac OS "Preview". Use Adobe Reader. This is a weather-dependent event: Please check the website www.sfu.ca/starrynights on event day for confirmation that the star party is on. Final confirmation may come as late as 4PM on event day.

**Driving directions:** FREE PARKING THIS EVENT ONLY *From east of SFU take Gaglardi Way and turn left on University Drive East (map V17) OR From west of SFU take the Burnaby Mountain Parkway and continue through the intersection with Gaglardi Way onto University Drive East (map V14). *Continuing on University Drive East, turn left onto Tower Road (map M42), and proceed to Parking Lot B (not Lot VB this time: entrance to lot at map J37). *Walk west past the end of the parking lot, turn right and head north up a short hill, then turn left and head west towards the Academic Quadrangle (AQ), the raised building you will see ahead. *The observatory will be on the left (south) side, about 50m before the AQ (the blue diamond at map H28).

Bus directions *Take any SFU bus to the 2nd SFU bus stop, the upper bus loop (blue circle at map G32). *Walk west from the bus stop towards the Academic Quadrangle (AQ), the raised building you will see ahead. *The observatory will be on the left (south) side, about 50m before the AQ (the blue diamond at map H28).